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Test Suite Creation Process

- around 10,000 test items to evaluate German <> English MT outputs
- 13/14 categories per language direction, divided into more than 100 linguistic phenomena each, with min. 20 test items per phenomenon
- set of rules (fixed strings and regex) for the semi-automatic evaluation
- half of the test items and rules available at https://github.com/DFKI-NLP/mt-testsuite

Test Suite Application Process

- the MT-TestSuite was submitted to the WMT 2018-2021 (De-En) and 2021 (En-De)
- translations from systems of the news translation task were evaluated with the test suite

Application Example: WMT Test Suite Track

- the MT-TestSuite was submitted to the WMT 2018-2021 (De-En) and 2021 (En-De)
- translations from systems of the news translation task were evaluated with the test suite

Further Application Examples

- WMT metrics track
- Domain-specific test suite
- Quality estimation
- Portuguese—English test suite

Future Work

- automatic test item creator for test set expansion
- new publicly available evaluation tool
- include more language pairs, currently we are working on extending to English–Russian